Research into robotic social learning, especially that concerned with imitation, often focuses at differing ends of a spectrum from observational learning at one end to following or matched-dependent behaviour at the other. We study the implications and differences that arise when carrying out experiments both at the extremes and within this spectrum.
Introduction
One of the fundamental aims of robotics and AI research is the study of how intelligent behaviour can be acquired. We consider that it is the social dimension of behaviour that holds the key to making robots behave more intelligently (Dautenhahn, 1994) , an approach inspired from studies of social animals (e.g. apes) and the 'social intelligence hypothesis' (Byrne, 1995) , which proposes that intelligent behaviour in primates has its origins in dealing with complex social dynamics.
Many within the robotics community have suggested that endowing robots with the ability to imitate may be a key attribute in capturing the essence of intelligence (Dautenhahn, 1994; Schaal, 1999) . The benefits accruing from this research, from the ability of robots to imitate each other or humans both singly and in groups, would be easier robot task acquisition, increased behavioural complexity and a more natural human-robot interface. Ultimately some form of cultural transmission (Alissandrakis, Nehaniv, & Dautenhahn, 2004 ) may be possible with the hope of creating a virtuous circle -imitation leading to increased skill levels, which leads to more complex task behaviour which in turn leads to increased skill levels.
The studies described in this paper study imitation from a perspective of skill learning and we take an agent based perspective in focusing on the social dimensions in the interactions between demonstrator and imitator as well as the physical environment and internal/external perceptions. We use Mitchell's definition of imitation (Mitchell, 1987) which includes phenomena such as perception, copying, registration, production and 4 similarity; all of which are used on our experiments.
An understanding of the mechanics of the behavioural transformation occurring in imitation has been described through the 'correspondence problem' formalism (Nehaniv & Dautenhahn, 2002) . These concepts provide a basis for an investigation of social learning and the interaction between both human/robot and robot/robot pairs to understand the social dimension of imitative behaviour. It is this research which forms the starting point for the work described in this document.
Kinds of Observations for Social Learning
Our research considers the perspectives of both the imitator/pupil and the imitatee/teacher and the problems of perception and action encountered by both. There are various kinds of observation which can be involved in social learning listed below. The first three are situated along a continuum in which the movement decision is varied: i) reactive following -the imitator closely follows the demonstrator. In this form of observational learning the imitator must move. Following is achieved reactively and thus the imitator does not maintain state or sub-goal information on the demonstrator position.
ii) static observation -the imitator remains stationary whilst observing the demonstrator and thus the imitator does not move. A series of subgoals are maintained by the imitator as waypoints in the demonstrators perceived path.
iii) dynamic observation -the imitator re-enacts the model's behaviour and may move and/or rotate whilst still observing the model's movements. State/sub-goal information is maintained through waypoints. However the number of these may vary dependent on the decision as to either observe or move.
Two further mechanisms can augment any of the above: 5 iv) predictive observation -the imitator attempts to predict the movements of the demonstrator based on movement patterns already known to the imitator. v) direct teaching -the demonstrator provides feedback and/or actively helps the imitator/learner to learn the demonstrated behaviour. This paper focuses on the first three items above in comparing static and dynamic observational learning and matched dependent or following behaviour as parts of a spectrum of imitative perspectives. We examine the relative tradeoffs, implications and impacts of these different types of social learning which are known to occur in nature. We do not aim to select one as best, but to understand the circumstances in which a particular method may be appropriate in different contexts. In particular we exclude types of social learning involving feedback, scaffolding or any form of direct instruction from a teacher. These types of social learning, corresponding to items (iv) and (v) above, are examined in our other work (Saunders, Nehaniv, & Dautenhahn, 2006 ). Instead we focus on the case where the model acts independently of the imitator, observes it and learns.
Social Learning Paradigms

Following and Observation
From a psychological/ethological viewpoint reactive following is more rightly considered as a form of matched-dependent behaviour (Zentall, 2001) . For example rats can be trained to follow a lead rat through a maze which they then learn to navigate (Miller & Dollard, 1941) . The rats may have no idea of intentionality of the lead rat and can be trained to follow any other salient (including non-animal) stimuli.
Sometimes this behaviour is called discriminated following (Zentall, 2001 ).
Observational learning is a common mechanism in many instances of social learning by animals and humans. We can classify different types of observation; firstly static 6 observation where the behaviour of the demonstrator is copied after it is observed carrying it out and the observer does not move. Secondly, dynamic observation where the observer can move, the behaviour of the demonstrator being re-enacted either very soon after the demonstration (immediate imitation) or during it (synchronic imitation). Typically the demonstrator and imitator operate within a shared context but at a distance from one another. For example Norway Rats apparently develop food preferences by smelling the breath of a conspecific (Galef & Heyes, 1996) , without reference as to whether the demonstrating rat becomes ill or dies. The mechanism is very simple -perceive what others do and imitate it (Noble & Todd, 2002) .
'Following' can be equated with experiencing a very close shared context with a demonstrator, such that the imitator "feels" and experiences similar internal and external sensory feedback to that of the demonstrator. Observation however is assumed to take place where the shared context is more distant, especially so if the observer does not move, and therefore does not experience environmental sensory feedback directly. Where observation is more dynamic, for example where the observer starts to imitate the actions of the demonstrator before the demonstrator has finished its demonstration the context again becomes closer.
It would seem sensible to assume that imitating animals use both mechanisms as necessary. This appears to be likely if we examine our own human responses when attempting an imitation event.
In some instances observation alone is sufficient to duplicate a task. For example, if another person were to draw a familiar geometric shape in space such as a circle or triangle most people would easily duplicate this shape, they may wait for the complete shape to be drawn and then repeat it themselves. Sometimes the replay may begin before the demonstrator has finished although this may be more difficult to achieve if the shape is ambiguous. However observation alone may be insufficient, for example when the shape is complex or previously unknown (e.g. a character in Arabic or Japanese to a user of the Roman alphabet) or if the imitation depends also on knowing the 'feel' of something e.g. imitating a musician or a delicate piece of calligraphy.
These examples signal some interesting but not widely researched features of imitative behaviour in the relationship between static or dynamic observation of, and active participation in, an event to be imitated. In the simple shape example there is observation followed by imitation, with the imitating event either happening after the termination of the demonstration or part way through it. In the second example of a more complex shape, observation is usually insufficient to completely duplicate the task and further mechanisms are employed -the demonstrator may slow down and start to teach the imitator, and the imitator may start to directly track or follow the demonstrator very closely in order to capture the movements.
Paradigm Examples in Robotics
Both the following and observational mechanisms are used in robotics imitation research. For example Billard and Dautenhahn (1997) and Hayes and Demiris (1994) both used following to replicate a demonstrator's actions and to improve an imitator's learning capability. Following is successful since it allows the imitator to more closely share context as the demonstrator performs the behaviour. As the imitator follows it can map its sensory experiences directly to its motor outputs, which are matched to, and depend on, the demonstrator's actions. It can thus learn the necessary perception-action couplings directly and use them in similar situations in the future without the teacher being present.
Following is used in Gaussier, Moga, Banquet, and Quoy (1997) as a means of testing an imitation model based on reducing perceptual errors, the imitative behaviour being achieved by continually adjusting motor outputs when presented with a difference between perceived states and goal states.
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The observational paradigm is also extensively used, often employing complex vision processing in for example Kuniyoshi, Inaba, and Inoue (1994) . Both physical and simulated robots are used in Bentivegna and Atkeson (2002) to statically observe a continuously changing game (air hockey or marble maze). Observation is used in Scassellati (1999) to recognise what to imitate in attempts to build robots that imitate people.
From the imitator robot's viewpoint these are very different perspectives and it is highly likely that improved robot-human interaction may be possible if the characteristics and key issues involved in these learning paradigms were better understood. We begin this process by offering some observations comparing the social learning paradigms in an implementation study with Khepera miniature mobile robots.
Framework
An imitation framework for describing the sequences of actions, states and/or effects can be described using the correspondence problem formalisation (Nehaniv & Dautenhahn, 2001 ).
The correspondence problem formalism allows the model's given actions, states and/or effects and the desired actions, states and/or effects in the imitation sequence to be compared using metrics or measures of dissimilarity; the number of matched actions, states and/or effects, i.e. the fineness of the imitation attempt can be described as a measure of granularity.
Our focus is to compare the following and observational paradigms. To do this we simplify the context of the imitation and restrict the actions/states and effects. In the experiments we use physical Khepera-1 robots as both imitator and model. A Khepera is a 5cm diameter, non-holonomic robot equipped with 8 Infra-red sensors arranged at intervals around its circumference. The imitating Khepera perceives the model Khepera 
Experimental Outline
In the first experiments learning via a purely reactive following behaviour is contrasted against learning via a static observational behaviour using Khepera miniature robots. These ideas are further developed with experiments investigating the effects of allowing a more dynamic observational approach. These successively augment static observation, respectively, by adding orienting rotational changes to allow the imitator to track the demonstrator or by adding rotation and translation. In all of the experiments both learning and re-enactment of the imitation is performed and the imitation attempts subsequently compared. The four experiments performed are as follows: i) reactive following -the imitator shares close context with the model. In this experiment the Khepera acting as imitator closely follows the Khepera acting as model as it transcribes a geometric shape. The imitator then re-enacts the movements of the model.
ii) static observation -the imitator remains stationary whilst observing the model, the context is shared but distant. The imitating Khepera remains in place and observes the moving Khepera. Once the observation is complete the imitator re-enacts the model's movements.
iii) dynamic observation with rotation only -this behaviour augments static observation by allowing the imitator to rotate in place whilst observing the demonstrator.
In this way the imitator can track the model throughout the two-dimensional movement space, however it must cope with the additional complexity of reference frame adjustment and motor control. Once the observation is complete the imitator re-enacts the model's movements. iv) dynamic observation with free movement -the imitator can rotate and move during the imitation sequence. The imitation re-enactment starts before the demonstrator has finished its movement. This ensures that the imitator maintains closeness of context depending on the length of the observation period prior to moving, compared to the movement period prior to the next observation phase. The smaller the observation phase the closer the shared context.
There are a number of distinctions between the reactive following and the static and dynamic observation experiments. Firstly the observation experiments maintain an internal set of subgoals which are computed and subsequently used in the behaviour re-enactment. The subgoals are computed as points through which the imitator must pass to re-enact the model's behaviour -these are called waypoints. The number of sub-goals varies between the static and dynamic forms of observation, the former maintaining a full set from its complete observation of the demonstrator, the latter a partial set dependent on how far forward the observation is allowed to proceed before movement of the imitating robot is attempted. The reactive following experiment does not maintain any state and therefore has no sub-goals during following. The first two experiments additionally investigated the effect of further environmental constraints on the robot. A number of small plastic strips were placed in the robots' paths which would normally have the effect of slowing each robot down when it was moving at constant speed. The robot acting as model was programmed to accelerate over these strips to keep its velocity constant by balancing the additional acceleration against the slowing effect of the strips. For effective imitation the imitator should replicate these motor changes at the same point on the transcribed shape during the re-enactment. We do not program the imitating robot with any specific skills, such as reacting to the strips by increasing its velocity, and thus the imitating behaviour is restricted to the observational and following behaviours below.
To facilitate these behaviours three software programs (controllers) for the imitating robot were designed. The first two controllers were for the observation experiments and were based on calculating angles and distances to the model. The third controller was for the following experiment and was based on calculating vectors to the model. In all cases the imitating robot is equipped with 8 sensors capable of measuring both infra-red at short distances (around 10cm) and ambient light to longer distances (around 30cm).
All experiments were carried out in real-time on physical robots (i.e. simulation was not used) on a desktop in a typical busy academic laboratory environment. The model robot was programmed to follow a simple script which described the appropriate geometric shape and for the 'plastic strips' environment to accelerate over the strips to approximately maintain its velocity. The controllers for both robots ran on a PC with commands sent to the robot by radio links or via a serial cable. We examined the behaviour of the imitator when imitating triangles, circles and letter shape patterns.
Controller for a Following Robot -experiment (i)
We used a 'Motor Schema Vector Fields' methodology (Arkin, 1998 ) to facilitate following behaviour. As the robot observes a moving light source the perceptions afforded by the sensors are converted to motor outputs. In this approach, following the model is achieved with an attractive vector which provides both the direction and magnitude of the light source. We poll the front six IR sensors of the imitator to provide an ambient light sensor reading. For each sensor reading a vector is formed using the sensor reading and the fixed angle of the sensor in relation to the body of the robot. Each vector is formed by comparing the sensor reading against a fixed sensor range. If outside the sensor range the vector components are set to zero, otherwise the vector angle is set to the sensor angle and the vector magnitude is set to (1 − sensorReading sensorRange ). Each of the six resultant vectors, one for each sensor, are then summed. The magnitude of this single resultant vector gives a proxy for distance to the robot within the specified range. The angle of this vector provides the angle of turn to the light source. If the light source is within the specified range the magnitude is used to provide a velocity to the robot's wheel motors (actuators). The natural curve of the light envelope read by the sensors means in effect that the further away the robot from the light the faster the robot will move. By applying an additional gain factor to this magnitude it can be balanced against a repulsive vector described below.
The repulsive vector works in the opposite way to the attractive vector. Here the the IR sensors are used to detect obstacles at a distance within 0-10cm from the model. As for 13 the attractive vector the sensor readings and fixed sensor angles are formed as vectors and summed to yield a single vector. Here the magnitude of the result increases as the imitator approaches the model. This magnitude is also made subject to a gain factor (note that both the attractive and repulsive vectors contribute to the imitator's behaviour, not the model's). In order to assess "pure" following and observational learning methods the model does not modify its behaviour in response to the imitator i.e. there is no feedback or directed teaching in these experiments (unlike Billard & Dautenhahn, 1997, above) .
The addition of the attractive and repulsive vectors after adjustment by the appropriate gain factors allows the forces to be balanced. This ensures that the imitator does not bump into the model and that it stays at an approximately fixed distance from the model if the model is moving at constant speed. If the model accelerates away from the imitator the imitator will respond by accelerating to catch up with the model.
Similarly the imitator will slow down if the model slows down.
The light angle returned from the attraction vector is used so that the higher the displacement angle the faster the robot will turn towards the light. This speed factor is controlled by a further gain parameter. If the gain is set high, then the robot will turn towards a static light very fast but often overshoot the correct position. Conversely if the gain is low the robot will move slowly but accurately towards a static light without an overshoot. This parameter can then be used to control how quickly the robot responds to changes in direction of the model. Note that in this study we do not attempt to automatically learn, optimise or adapt the gain parameters during the experiments. We study how the model and imitator interact when the imitator follows at an approximately fixed velocity and distance (typically around 10cm per second at a distance of between 10-30 cm). The physical nature, shape and sensor modality of the robots means that at close distances the following robot would not be able to sense the light source as it would be occluded by the model and similarly at longer distances (over approximately 30cm) the light source is too weak to be sensed accurately by the imitator. The velocity setting is such that if it were set too high the speed of the imitator will overcome the repulsive vector as it simply has no time to react. If too slow the model will outrun the imitator. It may be possible using evolutionary search, reinforcement learning or other techniques to optimise the gain settings to minimise the discrepancy between model and imitator paths, however the focus of this paper is to suggest that these discrepancies will exist at some level regardless of the degree of optimisation.
Controller for an Observing Robot -experiments (ii), (iii) and (iv)
Learning to Measure Angles and Distances. Before any imitation, it is necessary for the imitator to be able to perceive the model's behaviour -in particular the angle and distance to the model from the imitator's perspective. To do this, we implemented and assessed several methods (see Appendix I) including the differential light compass (Nehmzow, 1993) which is similar to computing the angle by using vector summation of the inputs to each of the light sensors (Arkin, 1998) (described in the section on 'Following' above) and a new method called environmental sampling. The latter method proved superior for the Khepera platform and was subsequently adopted. It is based on automatically building a three layer feed-forward neural network based on the sensory modalities of the particular Khepera robot and weighting the connections between the network nodes on a normalised sensor vector obtained from sampling the light source at various intervals. Distance measurements used a similar sampling method based on the angle measurement above and recorded the sensory state of the robot at fixed distances from the light source. These measurements were then used to form a lookup table that was subsequently sampled by the robot when observing distance. Environmental sampling is described in detail in Appendix I.
Observing Angles. After the learning phase is complete the system operates by feeding a normalised sensor vector to the input layer of the dynamically built neural network and receiving an angle from the output layer. The input and middle network layers effectively operate as a pattern matching mechanism with the most highly activated node being selected on a winner-take-all basis. The final layer maps the winning node against the trained angle weightings and thus yields a unique angle as output. Automatic interpolation between observed values can also be achieved by setting the number of middle layer 'winning nodes' to a value greater than 1.
Observing Distance. During the observation phase the angle is computed, followed by 16 magnitude of the vector summation, the two values providing the key to the lookup table to yield distance.
Altering the Angle of Observation. In experiments (ii, iii and iv) the robot collects a set of angles/distances from itself to the model whilst the model is moving. The imitator does not poll its sensors when it itself is moving. Thus in a fixed time period the number of possible observations when the imitator is not moving will be higher than when the imitator is moving. In experiment (iii) the imitator can either not move or rotate to face the model once a threshold angle has been exceeded (see figure 3) . The lower the threshold angle the greater the rotational movement of the robot to face the imitator when the angle is exceeded. The higher the angle, the smaller the rotational movement, but the robot will move more often.
In the static observation experiment (ii) the position of the imitator was fixed and the model was at all times in front of the imitator and therefore within range of the angle/distance computation mechanism. In the dynamic observation experiment (iii) the model was allowed to be both in front of the imitator and at any angle around the imitator. By varying the rotation threshold we examined both the effect of rotational movement size and the effect of frequency of movement on the imitation attempt.
Time Averaging and Waypoints. In both the static and dynamic observation experiments (ii, iii and iv) the recorded observations are smoothed using a simple moving average. The smoothed trajectory is then thresholded to yield a set of waypoints. This procedure is necessary for two reasons. Firstly to eliminate the effect of noisy observations and secondly to avoid two observation points being too close to one another -this closeness causing large and potentially damaging changes in the robot's motor systems if replayed directly. The imitator uses the derived waypoints to then imitate the model's trajectories. In the fourth experiment this procedure is only applied when computing the required movement. Any unused observations (which result from the movement index being less than the observation index -see observe and move experiment below), remain unmodified as these may be subject to geometric transformation following the actual movement of the imitator.
Results
In our experiments we compared behaviour on three simple imitations. These were a triangle, circle and the letter T. The triangle was chosen because of the sharp changes of direction at each vertex, the circle because of its continuous shape and the letter T because of the need to reverse direction and remap the shape. We emphasise that our goal was not to design robots that perfectly imitate geometric shapes but rather to understand the role of the method of observing and its consequences for the imitation attempt in the various learning paradigms.
Following
Observations of robot behaviour using the 'following' controller highlighted some issues with using a simple reactive architecture, one of which is a familiar problem for path following mobile robots (Wit, 2000; Gaussier et al., 1997) . This is where the robot fails to follow the path of the imitator with precision due to the tight reactive cycle between the sensors and the motors. In our experiments this is shown in figure 4 : for the triangle and circle the robot either cut the triangle corners or inscribed a smaller circle inside the model circle. The T-Shape exhibited this cutting problem and also showed the imitator avoiding the model when the model started to reverse towards it when inscribing the T-shape. These problems arise due to what we call impersistence, i.e. the inability to sustain appropriate actions, and is a consequence of the imitator always reacting to the latest perception vector whilst effectively 'forgetting' the previous perceptions. This is a symptom of the reactive following method not holding state or sub-goal information. Also the reaction of the imitator's motors always lags behind that of the sensors (for example the imitator may have partly turned towards the model when a new reactive cycle begins).
The impersistence problem in robotics appears to be unsolved, but partial solutions have been attempted by providing further dampening to the system, by delaying the imitator response, slowing down the model or alternatively using 'vector' or 'pure' pursuit methods (Wit, 2000) although both the latter methods rely on accurate measurement of a distant 'goal' point. A novel solution proposed by Gaussier et al. (1997) uses an additional camera which can move independently of the robot body controlled through a biologically inspired neural network. However precise imitation, both when and after following, is difficult and the solutions can limit the behaviours of both model and imitator severely. is actually doing when following. The imitating robot should be able to re-enact the followed path. To achieve this a memory of the imitation attempt must be stored so that the relevant sensory-motor states can be replayed at a later time. As the imitating robot reacts, its reference frame is changing in relation to the model. Calculation of these changes is not possible from using the reactive vector alone. This means that the robot cannot retain a memory of the imitation from its sensor perceptions; it can however do so by storing its motor outputs (i.e. the velocity of each wheel during each time-cycle). Thus it can re-enact the imitation attempt by using what it 'feels' rather than by what it 'sees'.
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Moreover this can be beneficial. When imitating the model moving at constant speed over the plastic strips an imitating Khepera initially moving at constant velocity will typically slow down when moving over these strips. However when following and in order to maintain contact with the imitator the reactive vector will produce an increase in motor outputs as the model moves away from the imitator. This change then becomes part of the memory of the imitation. Thus on re-enactment the imitator will manage to imitate more faithfully by reference to its internal state rather than an external observed state.
Static Observation
A similar set of tests for the static observation experiment are shown in figure 5 .
The results show that vertices are accurately tracked and there is little evidence of the impersistence problem.
However a number of points should be borne in mind. Firstly the performance of the tracking mechanisms depends crucially on how the observed data is filtered. Time averaging and a waypoint extraction are both based on thresholds. The choices of threshold have to be carefully chosen to achieve this level of accuracy. Secondly, the method required to compute the path is complex as compared to the relatively simple vector summation methods used in the following experiment. Finally and most importantly, by using observation alone the imitator would have no way of learning any parts of the imitation which were not addressable from observation alone. For example, the static imitator only records a constant velocity when observing the model traversing the tape strips discussed in 'Following' above; when imitating it fails to increase its motor outputs over the strips to maintain velocity. Thus, if no specific behaviours are present to react to frictional forces on the wheels (as is the case in these experiments), then this need to modify motor outputs may only be obtainable from directly experiencing the situation. The first dynamic observation experiment extends the static observational perspective by allowing the robot to alter its orientation so as to better exploit its sensory facilities. The embodiment of the Khepera robot is such that the majority of the light sensors are in front of the wheels, with two sensors at the back. The estimation of distance is therefore more accurate when the robot is able to employ all of its front facing sensors as it is receiving more information from the environment. To ensure that these sensors are in an optimal position we program the circular Khepera robot to rotate in 22 place orienting toward the model. The rotation is such that the imitator will attempt to directly face the model if the model's angle with respect to the imitator exceeds a given threshold. However if the imitator has to rotate to achieve this then all subsequent observations must be converted back to the original reference frame in order to replay the imitation. To achieve this conversion, accuracy in measuring how far the robot has turned is critical to this process. We tested imitator threshold angles of 0, 30, 60 and 90 degrees and programmed the model to make 4 geometric shapes. The first was a 10cm radius circle around the imitator, the second a 10cm circle 5cm in front of the imitator. The third and fourth a triangle and T-Shape 5cm in front of the imitator. figure 3 ) no rotation will be applied. If however the model moves to, say, 50 • the imitator will rotate so that the model is directly in front of it, and thus be, from the imitator's new perspective, at 90 • . The higher the threshold angle (to the limit of 90 • ) the more often the imitator will move to match the model but it will rotate by a smaller amount. If the threshold is set to zero, then the imitator will only move when the model is outside the range 0 − 180 • , however the robot will then rotate by at least one quarter of its circumference.
Results. Figure 6 shows the results from a test with the enclosing circle. The robot is placed facing forward along the positive Y-axis. After the run the imitator robot attempts to re-enact the observed behaviour. The large dots on the graphs show the waypoints, these being the path that the imitator will take when replaying the imitation. The first Analysis. These effects show some of the advantages and disadvantages of a tracking mechanism described above. Observing whilst not moving (static observation) has the key advantages of being fast and thus able to make more observations in a given time period (given the sequential nature of the observe/move scenario presented here). There are no odometry concerns as the imitator is not moving and the energy required would be lower than for a moving imitator. The major disadvantage is of course that the model can move into imitator blind spots. The advantages of the tracking imitator (dynamic observation with rotation only) is that blind spots can now be seen, however this is offset by the disadvantages of increasing odometry errors as more movement is carried out, a higher Dynamic Observation -Observe and Move.
The second dynamic observation experiment allows the robot to record a sequence of observations of the model and then attempt to use a given subset of these observations to imitate the model's movement sequence. Once the imitator has completed this part of the imitation it recommences observing.
In a two-dimensional parameterisation of the spectrum, different social learning mechanisms are given by varying both the number n of observations and the number m of movements made by the imitator. A single observation is an estimation by the imitator of the model's angle and distance from the imitator. A movement is the transformation and execution by the imitator of observations to motor-commands in order to achieve the same effect.
These mechanisms however present a series of challenges due to the fact that after each movement sequence the robot's memory of previous observations will be from a different perspective from the current observation set. This is because the imitator, after partially replaying the imitation (by transforming a subset of the observed vectors) will find that the remaining observations need to take account of the new observation position.
Furthermore, the new observation position may not be optimal for accurate readings, therefore a rotation (as in the observe and rotate experiment) will be necessary. To then replay the next part of the imitation the effect of the rotation must be reversed and subsequently a transformation of the observations re-performed. 
... Figure 9 shows an example of the failure to correctly match the movement pattern when the move index is set higher than 1. This occurs because the imitator has failed to observe one or more critical points in the model's move sequence. The effect is similar to the impersistence problem we noted when analysing 'following' behaviour (Saunders, Nehaniv, & Dautenhahn, 2004) , however rather than failure to complete or persist in its goal, as was the case for following, here the problem is one of 'inattentiveness'. The imitator is Results. The robot was tested on a series of index values on each geometric shape presented by the model. Figure 10 shows an example of the physical robot using a 5:1 n:m index on the triangle shape. The imitator fails to match the model. Similar failures occurred in all attempts with the physical robot on all shapes. This was initially surprising, however the difficulty became clear once the actual imitator movement was considered.
Analysis. The simplicity of the point analysis above hides some crucial implementation issues. For example the robot can only move in the direction of its fixed wheels (i.e. it cannot arbitrarily move sideways), therefore a rotation may be necessary to orient the robot to the correct movement vector signalled from the model. Also, the Khepera has a 29 fixed placement of sensors around its circular wheelbase. In order to correctly 'focus' on the model the robot must be in the appropriate sensor range. Thus the rotation mechanism described in observe and rotate was employed.
Perceived Position
Observations Moving Avg.
Crit.Points.
Misc. The results show the inability of the imitator to correctly re-enact the model's trajectoryin this case a triangle shape.
Therefore in addition to the move or moves calculated from the observations we may have up to 2 additional moves: one to focus the sensors on the model and the other to orient the imitator for its move. Whilst these moves are being carried out the problem of 'inattentiveness' is compounded. Two further issues were also apparent. Firstly, each move is accompanied by a small odometry error. The total error therefore increases as the number of moves increases. Secondly, the smoothing effect of time averaging has little or no effect when attempting to model a small number of moves. This means that unsmoothed noisy observations are replayed leading subsequently to a poor imitation attempt.
We believe that the failure of the imitation is due primarily to the constraints imposed by the embodiment of this particular robot, however non-holonomic robots with fixed sensors are typical of many mobile robots. The issue may be obviated if the sensory apparatus was independent of the actuator mechanism e.g. distance/angle sensors which rotated and were focusable independently of movements of the main robot body. Such a mechanism is in fact used by Gaussier et al. (1997) in their experiments. In fact there are no known imitating animals whose observation sensors cannot focus at least somewhat independently of the orientation of their bodies.
Summary and Discussion
Following and Static Observation
The table shown in figure 11 illustrates the various dimensions and trade-offs that coupling available from following. This is perhaps unsurprising, given that static observation is certainly the more complex and engineered method in these and most other robotics experiments, however the issue is more simply that 'following' lacks accuracy.
This appears to be due primarily to reactive impersistence and model interference problems. Impersistence may be soluble with more complex algorithms (Wit, 2000) , however model interference may be unavoidable where a close shared context is employed.
The relative simplicity of the following paradigm also hides some key advantages, in that the robot is able to directly map its perceptions against its motor actions. It is thus 31 able to learn much about the environment directly and relatively cheaply. However to achieve positional accuracy, more complex observational sensorimotor capabilities or algorithms are required, but observation alone without experiencing the context may be insufficient to correctly assess the physical complexities of the environment. There might be an argument for suggesting that observation can be most effective when combined with a following episode, i.e. observation can fine-tune already stored movement patterns. This may also be the case in biology. For example, when imitating, humans and some animals appear to use both mechanisms as necessary and there is evidence from human babies that in order to learn the perception-action couplings a period of following behaviour may be necessary, where the infant moves its arms, face and body in response to its mother's actions while reducing perceptual errors (Nadel, Revel, Andry, & Gaussier, 2004) . The issue of model interference with the demonstrator whilst following also suggests that a pure following strategy may be impractical without some form of co-operation from the model. 
Dynamic Observation
We stated above that a 'following' behaviour, although limited in its imitative accuracy especially due to the impersistence problem and model avoidance, has the major advantage of computational simplicity, and the added value of direct interaction with the environment through proprioceptive polling of actuators whilst moving. We do not suggest that this opportunity to 'feel' the environment is exclusive to a following strategy however it does have the straightforward merits described above. It is also true that both a follower and a static observer are necessarily out of phase with the model and for this reason it seems that the follower's sensory cues may not be more appropriate than an observer's, however work by Billard and Dautenhahn (1997) showed that these cues are dependent on the distance between a follower and the model and within a critical distance range the follower's sensory cues become very relevant. We describe here an initial attempt to provide a movement mechanism to an observer in order to combine the advantages of observational accuracy with the feedback obtained from actively exploring the environment. Clearly a simple and modular solution to this task would be to keep to 33 the 'extreme' behaviours and simply apply each strategy in turn e.g. follow-statically observe-follow. One of the aims of this research has been to explore the challenges faced in combining these strategies whilst retaining the positive aspects of both. The experiments themselves are clearly limited as we are constrained both by the sensor embodiment of the robot and its internal control system, but we believe valuable lessons still emerge.
Lessons for Imitators Dynamically Observing from a Fixed Location. Our first experiment showed that dynamic observation with rotation was successful in that it allowed the model to pass out of view of the imitator and be reacquired. It was superior to static observation alone in this respect and it appeared that the benefit of tracking accuracy could be balanced against the cost of rotation frequency and rotational movement based on a turn threshold. Thus to retain observational accuracy, rotational movement should be limited so that odometry errors are minimised in their effect on the geometric transforms required to replay the imitation. Thresholds near the periphery of vision balance these factors. In robotics the issue of errors from odometry drift is clearly not new, however the literature on robotic observational imitation seem rarely to cite it as being a problem for a moving imitator.
Lessons for Imitators that Observe and Move. Our second experiment showed that with this particular robot, dynamic observation with movement of the imitator was extremely difficult and failed to replicate with reasonable accuracy the model's path.
Theoretical analysis suggested that the 'inattentiveness' problem may be soluble for a dynamic observational imitator where the movement value is set to unity. This region in our spectrum corresponds with the methods of other research (Wit, 2000) where a single solution to this issue is considered. However the need to make additional movements over and above those required to track the model means that the movement value can never be unity for an embodiment where the sensor orientation is completely fixed for a fixed body orientation. Otherwise the imitation is likely to be poor unless compensation can be made 34 for not perceiving whilst moving.
Possible Solutions. A solution to this might be independent sensing and actuator mechanisms. We envisage that such a system would additionally employ independent computation facilities for both mechanisms to allow continuous and parallel calculation of model position. Thus appropriate movement vectors could be sent to the actuators reducing unnecessary movements and the associated additional odometry drift. The sequential nature of the move-sense cycle on our robot may mean that accurate dynamic observation is very difficult, however other control systems employing a parallel cycle may provide solutions. There may also be simpler alternatives, for example the model may repeat the pattern and the imitator might manage to fill the gaps caused by earlier inattentiveness, or the model might simply wait for the imitator. These latter solutions imply that the model is interacting with the imitator, effectively directly teaching the imitator. This aspect of observational learning is part of our current research (Saunders et al., 2006) in this area.
Even in our own human experience it often appears much harder to both partially carry out an imitative behaviour whilst simultaneously observing the model before the model has finished its actions. Humans and some other animals in fact may have partially obviated this issue by evolving alternative mechanisms. In this respect the recent neurological evidence of 'mirror neurons' in primates and humans (Gallese, Fadiga, Fogassi, & Rizzolatti, 1996) and their role in action perception suggests they may be exploited in static observational learning with the imitator experiencing perhaps as good a correlation to its own behavioural patterns whilst statically observing as when attempting to match movements directly. In this respect study into the generalisation of the learning and how a mechanism of predictive observation may be used forms another promising area for future research.
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Appendices
I. Comparison of Methods for Observing Angle and Distances to a Light Source
Learning to Measure Angles. The robot is first trained to accurately compute the angle of the light from the centre of the imitator. A number of methods were evaluated including using a light compass (Nehmzow, 1993) shown in figure 12 , or computing the angle by using vector summation of the inputs to each of the light sensors (Arkin, 1998) (described in the section on 'Following' in the main text).
However both of these methods were not accurate and suffered from incorrect readings especially when none of the robot's sensors were directly facing the light. A new method, which we call environmental sampling, was grounded in sensory experience and is to some extent nearer to a biological solution: the robot is allowed to learn about light angles simply by observing them. As the Khepera is a circular robot it rotates in the presence of the stationary model. It detects when the rotation is complete by polling its wheel encoders and stopping when the appropriate value has been exceeded (during the rotation it reads its light sensors every 200ms. A robot rotating at 8mm/s would typically poll it sensors 65 times). As the speed of the rotation is constant the time interval between readings can thus be converted to an angle. Each of the sensor readings are then normalised. This has two effects, firstly that of making distant readings of angle equivalent to closer readings, and secondly allowing these values to be loaded directly as weights into a neural network (a counter-propagation network (Hecht-Nielson, 1988) ). This is a fully connected feed-forward three layer network. The first layer takes the normalised input of the 8 light sensors, the number of middle layer neurons is set to the number of times the robot was able to poll its sensors and the final layer used to output the conversion of these values to angles. Using this technique has a number of advantages.
Firstly that the network can be built as the environment is observed, secondly there are no additional training steps i.e. there is no further training of the neural network, thirdly the size of the network is directly related to the internal rotation speed, sensor modality and sensor polling time of this particular robot and finally that the method is partially resilient to sensor failure. A comparison of environmental sampling and the differential light compass is shown in figure 14 .
There are some biological observations which may show similar (though not equivalent) mechanisms in animals. For example young bees appear to record the image of their hive from many angles and positions around it: they fly in and out of the hive varying their circular flight path each time (Murphy, 2000) . Learning to Measure Distance. For distance measurements various mechanisms were also assessed. A first approach was to use triangulation, exploiting the fact that accurate angle measurement was now possible. The approach measured the light angle from the model, moved the imitator a fixed distance and then read the new angle. This allows the computation of the original distance using the two angles and the travelled distance.
However this mechanism was unreliable for two reasons, firstly that, over small movement distances (which minimised errors in the odometry readings from the wheel encoders), the derived angle would be small and tiny errors in the angle measurement would result in an amplified error in the distance computation, secondly if the model was moving, the measurements/movement combination of the imitator could never be fast enough to resolve the position of the model accurately. An alternative method based on environmental sampling was used for the angle computation, the light sensors being summed as vectors as the robot turned. As follows:
(θ, r) = Σ shows the results from using the differential light compass. The continuous line shows the results from using the environmental sampling method described in the text.
